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     CONCLUSION 

 Acknowledging with the observational consequences of the red-shifting colour-spectrum 
of too far galaxies, cosmic microwaves’ radiations and the scientific considerations of white-
dwarf stars, neutron stars and black hole etc. theories along with the uniform expansion of the 
universe under shadow of the dubious calculations of GUT etc., even we can reach to the 
hypothetical conclusions that our universe would have started with the imaginary explosion (Big-
Bang) in the initially small hot fire ball (primeval nucleus or nebula), and it is still expanding 
with increasing velocity, but it also seems dubious, because it does not solve so many reasonable 
problems related with. The most thoughtful mathematical calculation of the average density of 
the universe (i.e. P ~ 5x10-2 8 kgM-3, which is ten times less than the critical density) provides that 
the universe should not contact or collapse again. Therefore, there seems no any probability of 
any Big-Crunch to produce any new primeval like nebula or nucleus. On this basis, we can have 
a very reasonable quest about the before conditions of such the imaginary primeval nebula how 
would have it formed and what was the more initial condition of such the primitive (first) fire 
ball. Conclusively, the modern scientific consideration concerned with the Big-Bang explosion, 
and so, with the expanding universe does not provide any suitable answer of the above query. 
 Whenever, the stated concepts (chapter 10-13) of this book are providing near about all 
the probable answers so scientifically and so systematically. These concepts are supporting near 
about all the other considerations of stellar evolutions (of the modern science) in some ways 
except the dubious assumption of the expanding universe and so the Big-Bang and Inflationary 
theory also. 
 According to the introduced concepts, because the universe should be unlimited and 
infinite that it should not have any particular central zone, so that, it must no collapse into a small 
nucleus as it have assumed by our honourable scientists or experts. Therefore, it provides that the 
primitive or initial condition of the blank universe (sky) would have been very normal. It means, 
there was nothing else even a single visible point too, except the free initial cosmic or 
fundamental atomic or elementary waves (energy-waves or supreme energy) spreading all over 
the infinite sky. Thus, these concepts provide that the universe would have started off from the 
initial state of blank space with those free initial cosmic waves with a normal spatial condition 
only. Thus, it supports the basic theme of atomic science and quantum mechanics (duality of 
particles and waves). It also supports even the GUT or Grand Unified Energy (GUE) and the 
fundamental interactions of the elementary particles, but that should be applicable in the local or 
regional phenomenon of stars and (or) galaxies, not for the entire universe. 
 In the chapter of “Reviewing Notes” (chapter 7-9), it has reviewed the modern 
considerations of the expanding universe and the Big-Bang theory etc. and provided that such the 
expansion of the universe and the related microwaves’ background of radiations of such Big-
Bang explosion can be taken in an another way in the shadow of Doppler Effect and the 
Gravitational Red-Shift. 
 Although these concepts are supporting the modern scientific considerations of the stellar 
evolutions in some ways, but it is also providing some reasonable and possible modifications of 
those phenomenon (such as white-dwarf, neutron star, black-hole etc.) that should attract our 
relevant scientists and experts. 
 Abstractly, these concepts provide that the universe would have started off not in any 
single point but in the infinite regions of the sky, and every local / regional incident would have 



produced a local or regional stellar or constellational or galactic system by itself and that have 
evolved further accordingly.  
 Although the modern considerations provide that the planets, satellites and comets etc. 
have formed by the sun-eruptions, but it does not clarify the adequate system of that. Whenever, 
the newly introducing concepts are providing it more clearly and more scientifically and solving 
near about all the probable queries in this regard. According to these concepts, there would have 
been occurred some enough strengthen thermonuclear reactions (explosions) at the early stage of 
the shining sun that would have thrown off huge and sufficient amount of heavy atomic matters 
out into the space with escaping velocity. And, such atomic matter-clusters would have modified 
further into different planets, asteroids and comets etc. bodies systematically. It has also 
introduced such systems according to suitable manners. 
 Except this, it has also concepted the possible scientific system of solidification of the 
burning gaseous planets, satellites etc. into the earthen form, comparing it with the established 
modern consideration of the earth-interior. The most thoughtful, reasonable and exclusive 
concept  of the earth-interior is likely to solving not only the most mysterious Bermuda Triangle, 
but is also introducing an exclusive theme of an another living world or an alien civilization what 
may be possible in he core of the earth. Even if, this theme is looking like a science-fiction, but 
in fact, it is providing a reliable scientific possibility to be real. And after all, solving the 
Bermuda-mystery, it is also likely to disclosing another wonder of the UFOs (Flying Disks) that 
it should come from the inner-world of the earth- core. 
 Conclusively, because of all the universal or cosmic phenomenon and the constitutional 
conditions of the planetarian bodies and their interiors are out of our direct observation and 
evidential approach, so that, no one can have a drastic claim in this regard. On the other hand the 
science of universe is as vast by itself as the universe. It meant, the science of universe should 
reserve infinity itself. Therefore, we can have only a hypothetical concept of that which is 
nothing else but may be only a single drop of the ocean.  
 Even if all the introduced concepts are running with the possible scientific laws and 
theories, instead of, it needs a conventional valuation from all the relevant experts $. 
 Instead of that, if these concepts are really considerable, and if we can have a successful 
invention according to these concepts (mostly, the technologies of the Flying Disks), we can 
hope that the modern science and civilization should get an exclusive change by itself, at least in 
the field of aviation, space-science, defence-science, medical-science, trans-communications etc. 
with the newly invented and advanced echo-free technologies. Thus, we should step-ahead to 
more vigorous, healthier and more peaceful world.  
 Wishing the bright and healthy fortune of the scientific world, this first part (scientific) is 
getting over. 
[The scientific philosophy of the Hinduistic considerations is still coming in the second part with the scientific 

probabilities of the appearance of living world on the earth.] 
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